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RDS GHG emission
reductions are expected to
be a key focus for
investors pre-COP26

● The Hague District Court in the Netherlands ruled on the 26th

of May 2021 that RDS must reduce its net carbon dioxide

emissions by 45% by the end of 2030 compared to its

emissions in 2019 (RDS group operations and energy-carrying

products sold).1 RDS has confirmed it will appeal the court

decision; however, the order requires immediate compliance.

RDS must establish strategies to achieve this target or risk

ongoing court challenges to its projects. We expect RDS to

engage shareholders on its emissions strategy this year.

● With the momentum building up to the UN Climate Change

Conference (COP26) at Glasgow in November, global investors

looking to announce ambitious net zero targets are expected

to be scrutinising corporate targets. RDS group’s

forward-looking emissions profile will have a tangible impact

on investors seeking to align its portfolio emissions with a net

zero target.

1 Milieudefensie. et al. v. Royal Dutch Shell (2021) Judgment.
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At Global Climate Insights,
we identify the substance
of climate transition plans

We seek to understand
what corporate plans mean
for absolute emissions

● Climate transition targets and strategies will have a

significant impact on company outlook and valuation. To

date, disclosures to the market have not received the same

level of scrutiny as earnings performance and forecasts.

● At Global Climate Insights we review sustainability and

climate disclosure, along with key financial documents, to

understand the substance of company transition plans. In this

report we take RDS’ own climate transition targets and market

share aspirations for future fuels to forecast what this could

deliver in terms of absolute emissions reduction from now

until Financial Year (FY) 2050.

● To build our forecasts, we do not take a view on the price of

commodities, or short-term demand and supply changes. We

look at the long-term technology trends that are necessary to

achieve the 1.5°C ambition under the Paris Agreement. We

reference key scenarios that provide a good indication of

sectoral outlook including IEA NZE, the IPCC 1.5°C Special

Report and Sixth Assessments.

We forecast emissions will
continue to increase under
RDS’ strategy “Powering
Progress”

● Under RDS’ current decarbonisation strategy, we forecast

annual absolute emissions (pre-Carbon Capture Utilization

and Storage, carbon offsets and divestments) will continue to

rise until FY30. By FY30, net emissions are forecast to

increase 4%, exceeding the 45% reduction required by the

court.

Chart: RDS GHG emissions by fuel (Mt CO2e), FY16 to FY50

Source: Company data, Global Climate Insights estimates
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● Our RDS energy and GHG emissions forecasts use a FY19

baseline to account for the impacts of COVID-19 in FY20.

● We find RDS' transition strategy is still materially driven by

fuels that will increase emissions, producing a growth

strategy that will not truly align with a decarbonising world.

RDS cumulative emissions
between FY21 and FY50
utilise 8.6% of the
remaining global carbon
budget

● As of FY19, RDS has produced an estimated 115.1 Gt CO2e in

cumulative emissions, 3% of total global emissions.2

● Under its current strategy we estimate that RDS will further

produce cumulative emissions of ~53.3 Gt CO2e by FY50 -

8.6% of the remaining global carbon budget.3

● The company’s role in warming our climate has been

significant - the cost of which has yet to be fully reflected on

its accounts (provisions, impairments, earnings reduction).

Chart: Global cumulative CO2e emissions historical and

remaining budget at FY20

Source: Company data, IPCC 6th assessment, Global Climate Insights estimates

Our forecasts indicate that
under its strategy RDS may
miss its own FY30, FY35
and FY50 carbon intensity
targets

● RDS targets a 20% reduction in net carbon intensity to 62.9g

CO2e/MJ by FY30. We forecast it will miss this target by ~3

percentage points, or 2.5g CO2e/MJ. The largest driver of net

carbon intensity reductions is 120Mt of nature-based carbon

offset (NbS), accounting for -4.5g CO2e/MJ, just over one-third

3 The remaining CO2e carbon budget to stay below 1.5C global warming with a 83% likelihood is calculated using the
relationship between cumulative CO2 emissions and cumulative greenhouse gases based on the scenarios from IPCC (2018):
Global Warming of 1.5°C, https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/.

2 The historical cumulative carbon budget in CO2e calculated by Global Climate Insights using the 1750-2019 historial
greenhouse emission data (Nicholls, Z.R.J, et al., 2020, https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-13-5175-2020 ) and 100-year Global
Warming Potentials for greenhouse gases.
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of the total change. The carbon intensity also benefits from

11Mt of CCUS (-0.4g CO2e/MJ).

● RDS targets a 45% reduction in net carbon intensity to 43.3g

CO2e/MJ by FY35.  We forecast it will miss this target by ~24

percentage points, or 18.9g CO2e/MJ, delivering a 21%

reduction in net carbon intensity. This includes an additional

14 Mt (-0.5g CO2e/MJ) of CCUS from FY30 and no additional

carbon offsets.

● We believe there is a risk that RDS is materially relying on

customer mitigation actions to achieve its FY35 and FY50

targets.

Our view ● Under RDS’ current strategy there is no clear pathway to

reducing absolute emissions. Its carbon intensity targets are

not aligned with a 1.5°C pathway, and on our forecast its net

emissions will exceed the requirements of the Hague District

Court.

● This may expose RDS to ongoing litigation risk (and costs)

and may limit its growth opportunities in a decarbonised

economy.

● RDS needs to further decrease its oil production and find

alternative growth opportunities outside LNG to reduce its

significant cumulative carbon footprint.

● Capital allocation to post-emissions compensation

technologies like CCUS and carbon offsets requires

reconsideration.

● To deliver a low-carbon integrated energy business that will

thrive in a decarbonised world RDS should consider increasing

investment (operational and capital expenditure) in its

Marketing segment and capex on building a renewable

hydrogen proposition.

Our comprehensive two part report on RDS will be publicly available mid- October 2021.

For an exclusive investor briefing and access to the full report prior to public release, please

contact us at marina.lou@globalclimateinsights.org.
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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by the Australasian Centre for Corporate Responsibility Inc. (“ACCR”).

Copyright
Any and all of the content presented in this report is, unless explicitly stated otherwise, subject to a copyright

held by the ACCR. No reproduction is permitted without the prior written permission of ACCR.

No distribution where licence would be required
This document is for distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not directed to, or intended for
distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state,
country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or
regulation or would subject ACCR to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.

Nature of information
None of ACCR, its officers, agents, representatives or and employees holds an Australian Financial Services

Licence (AFSL), and none of them purports to give advice or operate in any way in contravention of the relevant

financial services laws. ACCR, its officers, agents, representatives and employees exclude liability whatsoever in

negligence or otherwise, for any loss or damage relating to this document or its publications to the full extent

permitted by law.

This document has been prepared as information or education only without consideration of any user's specific

investment objectives, personal financial situation or needs.  It is not professional advice or recommendations

(including financial, legal or other professional advice); it is not an advertisement nor is it a solicitation or an

offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Because of this,

no reader should rely upon the information and/or recommendations contained in this site.  Users should, before

acting on any information contained herein, consider the appropriateness of the information, having regard to

their objectives, financial situation and needs. It is your responsibility to obtain appropriate advice suitable to

your particular circumstances from a qualified professional before acting or omitting to act based on any

information obtained on or through the report.  By receiving this document, the recipient acknowledges and

agrees with the intended purpose described above and further disclaims any expectation or belief that the

information constitutes investment advice to the recipient or otherwise purports to meet the investment

objectives of the recipient.

Information not complete or accurate

The information contained in this report has been prepared based on material gathered through a detailed

industry analysis and other sources and although the findings in this report are based on a qualitative study no

warranty is made as to completeness, accuracy or reliability of fact in relation to the statements and

representations made by or the information and documentation provided by parties consulted as part of the

process.

The sources of the information provided are indicated in the report and ACCR has not sought to independently

verify these sources unless it has stated that it has done so. ACCR is not under any obligation in any

circumstance to update this report in either oral or written form for events occurring after the report has been

issued. The report is intended to provide an overview of the current state of the relevant industry or practice.
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This report focuses on climate related matters and does not purport to consider other or all relevant

environmental, social and governance issues.

Any prices stated in this document are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for

individual securities or other financial instruments. ACCR does not represent that any transaction can or could

have been affected at those prices, and any prices do not necessarily reflect ACCR’s internal books and records or

theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions by ACCR

or any other source may yield substantially different results.

Links to Other Websites

This document may contain links to other websites not owned or controlled by the ACCR and ACCR assumes no

responsibility for the content or general practices of any of these third party sites and/or services whose terms

and conditions and privacy policy should be read should you access a site as a result of following a link cited in

this report.
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